Case-cohort designs and analysis for clustered failure time data.
Case-cohort design is an efficient and economical design to study risk factors for infrequent disease in a large cohort. It involves the collection of covariate data from all failures ascertained throughout the entire cohort, and from the members of a random subcohort selected at the onset of follow-up. In the literature, the case-cohort design has been extensively studied, but was exclusively considered for univariate failure time data. In this article, we propose case-cohort designs adapted to multivariate failure time data. An estimation procedure with the independence working model approach is used to estimate the regression parameters in the marginal proportional hazards model, where the correlation structure between individuals within a cluster is left unspecified. Statistical properties of the proposed estimators are developed. The performance of the proposed estimators and comparisons of statistical efficiencies are investigated with simulation studies. A data example from the Translating Research into Action for Diabetes (TRIAD) study is used to illustrate the proposed methodology.